
new direction GmbH
Piechlerstraße 3-5
86356 Neusäß

Send your application to: ichpassezur@newdirection.de 
You have more questions?
Get in touch with Michael Biber: +49 (0) 821 543 70 00

More infos here!
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	Unternehmensbeschreibung: We, the new direction GmbH are a future-oriented software and consulting company. Due to our agile working teams, we implement ambitious and individual client projects fast and safe to use We focus on the latest technologies and set ourselves ambitious goals. We are a company co-determined by employees in which everybody can contribute his ideas. The joy of common tasks and our modern working culture form the basis of our company´s success.
	Fließtext 3: Trust is an absolutely important value for us. Step by step work contracts are abolished and substituted by trust agreements.
	Fließtext 2: There is a personal development plan for every employee. Intrinsically motivated learning and to reconcile his personal goals in life with the company, is our objective.
	Überschrift / wir bieten dir: We offer:
	Fließtext 1: Every idea immediately  receives a budget. Ideas are immediately implemented and not slaughtered by discussion. Projects are visibly displayed and addressed for all in the company.
	Überschrift 1: Rapid Implementation
	Überschrift 2: working time = life time
	Überschrift 3: Trust Agreement instead of Employment 
	Berufsbezeichnung: Senior Software Developer (f/m/x)
	Schwerpunktsbeschreibung: Main focus: Software development in the area Android / iOS
	Motivationsspruch: We continue growing and are looking for YOU to strengthen our cool team!
	Stichpunkte / Das bringst du mit: Completed college or university degree in computer sciencesProject experience from application analysis to rolloutYou are already using coding rules, design patterns and template technologiesYou are strong in implementing apps on basis of Android as well as iOSExperience with version control systemsPleasure in implementing exciting projects in a motivated teamGood knowledge of German and English
	Fließtext / Deine Aufgaben: You take over the autonomous planning and implementation of individual software solutions in close coordination with our clients. Form conception phase to realization you will bring your projects with passion to a successful completion.
	Überschrift / deine Aufgaben : Your tasks: 
	Überschrift / Das bringst du mit: You have the following prerequisites: 


